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1. Ae arranged at the previous meeting (see SIK/375) cAse officer( _a
was to meet ai,:ent Grallspice 1 on 21 January 1954, at 1300 hours,

(11r. ,In urailspice safe apartment. -Case officer arrived at the apartment at
1250 hours where he unexpectedly found a workman busily engaged in painting the
bathroom. He went back downstairs and was fortunate in intercepting Grallspice
I as he was just entering the apartment Wild ing. i_jcplaining that a meeting
could not be held upstairs, case officer Suggested that they go down the street
to the Cafe Lehnerhof for the meeting. The meeting lasted approximately 45

minutes.
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2. Agent reported that Gertraue Koilzuz: (see para 2 of SIH/375) has con-
tinued to vioit agent A his -q:a.rtment ! uring the last week. Agent also re-
ported that he had lelamed that KOF.33LEM was a student una writer in her own
way And that ahe wrote 'iook reviews for a student newspaper called Die Slitter.
Agent believes uhis newspaper is published in Munich. (C.O. Note: It may now
seem that Z(F.:;SLIE'di is sincerely interested in literature, ahilosophy etc. and
may have a genuine desire in learning Russian as noted in SIN/375). Grallapice
I also said that KO-T;SSLL:a hau invited him to some cozy mountain retreat for the

weekend o: the 23rd. However, C488 officer and agent both agreed that as
pleasant as this mi±ht be the invitation should be declined. Agent also reported
that he had learned from Mr. .ACH$ (see SIV375 para 2) that the nudist colony
was called the LFFL "Liega FUr Fortschrittliche Lebensgestaltung, Salzburg
Postfach 632. (C.O. Note: This is probably the address of the Salzburg branch.)
Case officer tnanked agent for this information but at the same time told him that
he need not exploit this lead any further.
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3. Case officer and agent spent the majority of the meeting on agent's stoly
of the U. S. Constitution.
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4. Case officer passed to agent the Behelfsmaessiger Personalausweise
for agent' and his wife. Agent was instructed that ha and his wife should be sure
and oign the documents and also affix a finger print to the document (i.e EGTk-
02790).

COMEMICATIONS

5. It was agreed to meet again on 1 Febriary 1954 at 1300 hours at the
Grallspice safe apartment.
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